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Time has flown by and a lot
has happened in the past
five months. First of all I
would like to send a big welcome to the other side of
the world: The New Zealand
Foundation for Conductive
Education (NZFCE) has
joined our Association. I
am proud to say that ECA
now even spreads its
wings beyond Europe.
You might ask yourself
what is the benefit of
joining the ECA? Well, we
can only make CE bigger by
connecting with an already
existing world-wide network
like ours. The ECA will be
there for countries where CE
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needs support. How can we
give support? We can give
support by offering our network, by leading common
projects (see page 2), by
offering our connections, by
exchanging ideas. Please
become a member yourself,
we need you!
I would also like to share the
fabulous website of Judit
Szathmary and Lisa Gombinsky who in a fantastic new
project combined CE with
the so called “Counter
Punching”. It combines CE
with a boxing exercise for
Parkinson. We also have
some personal changes:
Bettina Tautscher-Fak, our

ECA board member and Secretary will lead the Austrian
Conductors Association together with Daniela Fülle. She
will retire by the end of this
year from her current tasks
but will continue to work voluntarily for ECA. Her main
focus for the next period is
the implementation of the
new Master program at Danube University Krems (MSc
Konduktive Förderung) Dear
Betz, we wish you good luck in
your new stage of life!

Beate Höß-Zenker
President ECA

ECA celebrates WCPD - 6th October

As a challenge and action for
the WCPD the ECA invited
people all over the world via
facebook to bake a G R E E N
cake and post a picture on
their website to celebrate the
achievements of people with
cerebral palsy. A big thank you
to all bakers and eaters who
joined us making this day a
special awareness day for Cerebral Palsy!
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Introduction of the NZFCE
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The New Zealand Foundation
for Conductive Education are
thrilled to have joined the ECA!
We are the umbrella organisation for 12 affiliated Conductive
Education centres in New Zealand who provide services to
300 babies through to adults of
all ages. There is still lots of
interest in Conductive Education in New Zealand and we are
looking forward to supporting
its growth.
We have been fortunate to
have had some very good media coverage through our Patron Chris Harris being a con-
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testant and in the final of Dancing With the Stars. It is so important that the people who
can benefit from our services
know about us and how we can
help improve their quality of
life.

more choice and control to
individuals with disabilities and
their family/whanau. We hope
that this will be a positive thing
for Conductive Education but
are aware that there is limited
research available to back the
wonderful programmes that
are being provided here and
around the world.

We are looking to increase the
number of Conductors that we
currently have in New Zealand
and look forward to welcoming We look forward to working
new people into our beautiful with ECA to continue to develop Conductive Education intercountry.
nationally.
The disability sector is going
through a change process in
New Zealand which provides

Project TrACE (*)
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The final TrACE meeting for
the Erasmus+ project took
place in Vienna in September. The project members
from each of the three organistaions involved, Pfennigparade (Munich), KoMit
(Vienna) and Paces
(Sheffield), worked to finalise the content of their web-

site and booklet discussing
the transition to adulthood
using the principles of Conductive Education.
The project has been very
useful for each organisation
to see, experience and discuss different practices
around Europe.

Work still needs to be done
by the organisations ‘back
home’ and will be published
in due course. The work can
be found at:
www.Trace-eu.com.
*Transition to Adulthood with CE

MSc program Konduktive Förderung in Austria is accepted by university and will start 2019. If
you want more info contact b.tautscher@sriftung-keil-bastendorff.at
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It is time for Dr. Fagnart to retire

Dr. Fagnart, neuropsychiatrist, well known in the
conductive field in Belgium, took her pension in
June 2018. She was a student of Dr Kulakowski and
worked since 1983 in
Inkendaal Rehabilitation
Hospital and IRSA Special-
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ized Instute for deaf and
blind. She supported Conductive Education at
Inkendaal and managed to
hire Szilvia Szeleczky and
Adrienn Losoncczi to lead
the children and adults
conductive groups.
Dr. Fagnart is still an active
member of the board of
the Belgium Association.

Some of you know her also
for her participation in the
European project
'Evidenced Based Conductive Practice'. We wish her
the very best.
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ECA visits

We would like to take you on a
journey to Australia, where
Beate Höß-Zenker took the
opportunity and the time to
visit the Conductive Education
Queensland Group, during her
summer trip. At the center
Beate was fortunate enough to
meet Annette Demack, CEO
and Judith Veperdi, Leading
Conductor. Both were extremely friendly and spontaneously offered Beate to see

in Australia

over their shoulder during
their work sessions. Annette,
as a specialized teacher, leads
the water programs in Davlington, special school for all ages.
She is doing it in a quite qualified manner together with
assistants and other professionals. The children are having mainly cognitive disorders
and are not easy to lead and
work with. But everyone profited a lot from the group pro-

gram. In the CE-center, Judith
guides all groups. It is only four
month since they moved to this
venue located in the suburb of
Brisbane. The center is quite modern and offers lots of possibilities.
At the moment the center supports about 30 families. To get a
glimpse of their fantastic work a
little video was filmed, which can
be found on the ECA facebook site
under videos.

Deutscher Konduktorenverband - Jubilee
The German Konduktorenverband who is also a
founding member of the
ECA, celebrated their 20Year Jubilee Congress in
Germany at Schloß
Fürstenried at the beginning of September. More
than 100 guests attended
the successful event. The
Organiser, conductors and
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other professionals informed with several
workshops and discussions about new developments and the forthcoming of CE. The event also
incorporated the planning
of the future for the bkf
for the coming years. A
new board was elected.
For more information visit

the website of the Konduktorenverband
(German language) or the
ECA facebook site. Here
you can also find a picture
gallery with photos and a
more detailed article of
the Congress.

www.konduktorenverband.d

125th Birthday - András Petö

This year is the 125th jubilee
of András Pető’s birthday.
Celebrations are organised on
11 September:
At the András Pető Faculty of
the Semmelweis University
At the houses, he was born
and was living
At his tomb, organised by the
Institute of National Heritage
with Semmelweis University

and with the presence of the
Government’s representative.
The annual memorial day for
dr Mária Hári will be organised
on 6 October 2018.
The Hungarian Science Day the
so called Pető day will be
organised on 30 November

2018. The following day our
conductor students will
introduce their scientific
research works.
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: 10th WCCE in Budapest, Hungary in May 2020
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Eszter Horvath Tothne

Eszter Horvath Tothne as the
chief executive director of Move
& Walk Sverige AB, received a
request to become a member of
the Accreditation Committee of
Hermods College which is the
oldest center of vocational education trainings in Sweden.

year-course that aiming to train
“support pedagogues”. This profession is relatively newly established and focuses primarily on
people with developmental disorder and different type of disabilities whom participates “LSS”
daily adult activity centers. (LSS The Act on Support and Services
She became involved in to devel- for Disabled People).
op the curriculum of a new 2-

UK

We appreciate it as an
important step forward
in the spread and awareness of conductive education in Sweden.

Esther Horvath Tothne

Update from the UK

After a busy early-summer with
the annual CEPEG conference
the PCA have had a quieter few
months.
However, a number of PCA
member-conductors across the
UK have been working hard running summer camps - residential, week-long and day sessions
across a range of ages.

The PCA committee have been
working hard behind the scenes
and preparations are underway
for the annual Conductor's
workshop held in the Autumn.

ships within and between different regions of the UK.

This year the workshop will be
focused around the development and expansion of the network of PCA members and
building professional relation-
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CONTACT US!!!
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